Quantitative evaluation of changes in irradiated lung fields after stereotactic irradiation by the Polygon Method.
To evaluate areas of change in lung after thoracic stereotactic irradiation (STI). We developed a method of evaluation named the Polygon Method, to measure the irradiated lung fields of 12 lung tumors treated by STI. Before treatment, each targeted field was divided into several circular zones of 2 cm in width centered at the tumor on high resolution computed tomography, and the areas of each zone before and after treatment were compared. Six months after treatment, the areas of the zone within 2 cm from the tumor decreased, and the mean ratio of areas after and before STI was 0.849 (range, 0.515 to 1.052, p=0.0254). By contrast, the areas of zones located at 4 to 6, 6 to 8, 8 to 10, and more than 10 cm from the tumor tended to increase, with mean ratios of 1.059, 1.058, 1.089 (p=0.0374), and 1.084, respectively. After thoracic STI, volume loss in the lung is limited to the field in close proximity to the tumor, while compensatory expansion of the lung occurs in fields distant from the tumor.